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The present invention relates-to a method of 
and apparatus for control of unit operations. 
In the production of volatile liquid products, 

the vapor pressure of the product often is an 
important speci?cation which must ‘be met to 

Many 
of the petroleum products, for example, must 
meet a particular Reid Vapor Pressure require 
ment. Intermediate fractions formed during the 
re?ning and separation of petroleum stocks into 
marketable products often require vapor pres 
sure control. Where the product is a mixture 
of two components, control of the vapor pressure 
may determine also the composition of the 
product. 
The present invention controls thev vapor pres 

sure of the liquid product by control of the quan 
tity of vapor removedfrom-the-liquid. In a 
batch operation where a liquid is evaporated 
until the remaining liquid has: the. desired vapor 
pressure, this invention may beemployed to 
automatically stop the vaporization when the 
desired vapor pressure is reached by-closing- the 
vapor exit. Its operation is not. dependent upon 
temperature or pressure ‘conditions in the va 
porizer. In continuous operations, the method 
of this invention is useful, for example, for con 
trolling the vapor released from'an accumulator 
tank of .a rectifying column and is especially 
useful indesorption operations. In desorption, 
vapor from a later stage in the process isre 
turnedto an earlier stage where it is used to 
replace undesirable components in .the'liquid 
undergoing treatment. In this respect, the 
present invention may the advantageously ap 
plied to systems of‘ the. type disclosed by Samuel 
C. Carney, Serial No. 324,895, ?led March~19, 
1940, now U. S. Patent No. 2,307,024; Serial No. 
339,832, ?led June 10, 1940, now U. S.,Patent No. 
2,303,609; Serial No. 339,987, filed June 11, 1940, 
now U. S. Patent No._~2,301,520. In these systems, 
vapors from an accmnulatortank are passedto 
the base of the ,desorber. The ,use‘of the present 
invention in such-asystemqprovides control of 
the vapor pressure of ,theqliquid in the accumu 
lator tank andautomatic control of the de 
sorption as will-be understood from thegfollowing 
detailed description. 
The present invention-is useful also in sepa 

ration of gasvfrom liquid by j?ash-ing or Venting. 
In the production of petroleum, for example, 
liquid and gas areseparated- at or near- the wells 
in suitable separators. These ‘are maintained at 
a de?nite pressure by pressure regulators. The 
pressure at which the separators are operated 
is determined by several factors but generally 
may be said to be the pressure at which the 
optimum recoverylof liquid- results, Often sev 
eral separators at,;,sl.lqcessivslv?ower Pressures 
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are placed in series. ‘The series of separators 
‘give ‘fstage separation” of the liquid and. gas, 
retaining in the liquid phase many of the volatile 
liquid hydrocarbons which might be vaporized 
in a single separator. The present invention 
provides an improved means of controlling the 
pressureat which separation is carried out in 
either single or multiple stage separations. 
An object of this invention is to provide an 

improved method of pressure control for Lmit 
operations. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

.an improved method of controlling the vapor 
pressure of a volatile liquid. 
A further object of this invention is to pro 

vide a method of controlling the quantity of gas 
evolved from a liquid tothereby control the 
vapor pressure of the remaining liquid. 

A~still further object of this invention is to 
provide a method ‘of controlling the composition 
'Of'ElJWOLCOmDOIIGHEIIlQUidS. . ' 

‘Still another object -of this invention isv to 
provide a control device for-controlling the evolu 
tion of gas or vaporfrom liquid. 

Figurel is a cross section of apparatusshow 
ing the application of the present invention to 
control of the vapor pressure of the residual 
liquid in a-batch vaporization process. 
Figure 2 is a cross section of [a modi?cation 

of apparatus of 'Figurel. 
Figure 3 is an-elevation view of gas-oil sepa 

rators, showing an application of this invention 
.to ?ashing operations. 

Figure 4 is an elevation of fractionating equip 
ment showing an application of this invention. 

With reference to Figure l of the drawings, 
the numeral l0 designates a vessel containing 
liquid’ II which is 1 to be;evaporated until the 
remaining; liquid meets with desired vapor pres 
sure speci?cations. vaporization is accomplished 
by supplying heatqto the liquid by means of a 
heating coil I2 in the vessel. Steam is supplied 
vto the heating coil from~~ the pipe l3 through 
the valve l4 which is operated in any appropriate 
manner. Condensate from the heating coil is 
drawn off through, the trap, I5 and pipe It. The 
vessel 10 is providedwith an inlet pipe i‘! hav 
ing a control valve l8 associated therewith,-a 
valved liquid outlet pipe-l9 and a vapor outlet 
pipe 20. Interposed in thevapor outlet pipe 20 
is the- vapor controlwvalve comprising a valve 
‘body member 2l- in which is a-conventional- bal 
anced valve assembly including the valve disks 
22 .and 23. Attached to the valve body is a 
motor housing comprising two sections Hand 
25. 'Within the motor housing is 3a ‘motor or 
pressure responsive element 26, in this instance a 
Syphon-bellows. nhtbisettathtdto the valve 
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that it will \be subject to the temperature con 
ditions therein is a capsule 28 containing a con 
trol liquid having the vapor pressure charac 
teristics desired in the ?nal product. The vapor 
pressure developed by the liquid reference sam 
ple is transmitted to the interior of the Sylphon 
bellows through the pipe 29. The exterior of 
the Sylphon bellows is acted upon by the pressure 
existing in the vessel. 

If the control valve is subject to cooling so 
that it is cooler than the capsule 28 during opera 
tions, the Sylphon bellows is operated ?ooded, 
i. e., ?lled with liquid. When operating the 
Sylphon bellows ?ooded, the pipe 29 extends 
nearly to the bottom of the capsule 28 acting 
as a dip tube. There is vapor space in the cap 
sule 28 to allow sufficient expansion and contrac 
tion of the Sylphon bellows to operate the valve. 
If the Sylphon bellows is subject to the same 
temperature as the capsule 28, as it usually is, 
or to a higher temperature, the Sylphon bellows 
may be operated by the pressure of vapor which 
is transferred to the bellows from the vapor 
space of the capsule 28. 
The operation is as follows: Liquid to be 

evaporated is admitted to the vessel l0 through 
the inlet pipe l1. Steam for furnishing the heat 
of vaporization is admitted to the heating coil 
through the pipe [2. It will be understood that 
the liquid charged to the vessel I0 consists of 
more than one component and is to be vaporized 
until the more volatile vapors have been evolved 
in sufficient quantities to leave a residual liquid 
having the desired vapor pressure characteristics. 
The vapor pressure of the liquid charged to the 
vessel acts upon the external surface of the 
Sylphon bellows. Since the vapor pressure of 
the liquid in the vessel is greater than the vapor 
pressure of the control liquid in the capsule at 
the same temperature, the Sylphon bellows is 
contracted, opening the vapor control valve. The 
valve remains open, allowing vapors to escape 
from the vessel through the pipe 20, as long as 
the vapor pressure of the liquid in the vessel is 
greater than the vapor pressure of the control 
liquid in the capsule 28. As the vapor escapes 
from the vessel, the liquid in the vessel approaches 
that in the capsule and the di?erential across 
the pressure responsive element 26 in the control 
valve approaches zero. When the vapor pressures 
of the two liquids are identical, the Sylphon 
bellows assumes its normal position and the valve 
disks 22 and 23 cooperate with their respective 
valve seats to prohibit the escape of vapor from 
the vessel. If the liquid in the vessel 10 then 
corresponds to the liquid in the capsule 28, the 
temperature in the vessel may vary over a wide 
range without causing the control valve 2! to 
reopen. It is not necessary, therefore, to try to 
maintain an accurate temperature control on the 
heating coil I2 or accurate pressure control on 
the vessel. The two variables may be allowed 
to vary within the limits imposed by the tempera 
ture of the heating steam and the maximum al 
lowable pressure for which the vessel is designed. 
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A conventional pressure release valve 30 may be . 
employed as a safety feature if desired and the 
valve l4 may be conrtolled in any suitable manner. 
With reference to Figure 2 of the drawings, 

the system of Figure 2 is illustrated with a modi 
?cation of the control valve. The modi?ed con 
trol valve is interposed in the vapor outlet pipe 
20. The valve body 3| is provided with the 
balanced valve disks 32 and 33. The motor hous 
ing comprising sections 34 and 35, contains a 75 

4 
Sylphon bellows motor 36 attached to the valve 
stem 31 to actuate the valve. The Sylphon bel 
lows 36 is partly ?lled with a control liquid hav 
ing vapor pressure characteristics substantially 
the same as that of the desired residual liquid 
product. The pressure responsive Sylphon bel 
lows 36 is subject externally to the pressure in 
the vessel l0 and to the temperature of the vapors 
evolved from the liquid. The heat exchange be 
tween the vapors passing through the valve and 
the control liquid in the Sylphon bellows main 
tains the temperature of the control liquid at 
the vapor temperature. The capsule 28 and pipe 
29 of Figure 1 is dispensed with, thereby eliminat 
ing connections which may be subject to leakage. 
The operation of the control valve of Figure 2 
is the same as the operation of the control valve 
of Figure 1. It is especially applicable to appara 
tus in which the temperature of the vapor leav 
ing the liquid is equal to the temperature of the 
liquid, or varies therefrom by a constant amount. 
The difference in temperatures, if any, may be 
compensated for by biasing the control valve in 
any suitable manner. 
Figure 3 shows the application of the present 

invention to ?ash vaporization of a continuous 
stream of liquid such as is practiced in multiple 
stage separation of gas from oil in production. 
Fluid from the well 50 flows through the pipe 
5| into the high pressure separator 52. Gas 
separated from the liquid in the separator 52 
escapes through the control valve 53 and pipe 
54. The liquid is drawn off near the bottom of 
the separator through the ?oat controlled valve 
55 and passesthrough the pipe 56 into the low 
pressure separator 51. Gas separated from the 
liquid is vented Sthrough the control valve 58 
and pipe 59. The remaining liquid is withdrawn 
from the separator through the ?oat controlled 
valve 60 and is passed through the pipe 6| to 
storage or‘a gathering system. The control valves 
used at the present time to regulate the ?ow of 
vapor through pipes 54 and 59 are back pressure 
regulators. It is evident that under the present 
method of operation, with a constant pressure 
on each separator, the vapor pressure of the ?nal 
product will vary with variations in the atmos 
pheric temperature conditions to which the 
separators are subjected. In accordance with the 
present invention the back pressure regulator 
on separator 51 is replaced with the control 
valve 58 of Figure 1 or Figure 2. Since the con 
trol valve is subject to the same temperature 
variations as the separator, the control valve 
shown in Figure 2 is quite applicable. For closer 
control of the composition of the ?nal product, 
one of the control valves of my invention may 
be used as the control valve 53 on the high pres 
sure separator. The control liquid used is prefer 
ably some of the well ?uid which has been ?ashed 
under controlled conditions to conform to the 
desired vapor pressure speci?cations. The opera 
tion of the control valves is similar to that de~ 
scribed in connection with Figures 1 and 2. So 
long as the vapor pressure of the liquid in the 
separator exceeds that of the control liquid, the 
control valve allows vapor to escape from the 
separator. Since there is a continuous inlet 
stream of liquid having a vapor pressure higher 
than that of the control liquid, the control valve 
allows a continuous stream of vapor to leave the 
separator and acts to control the pressure in the 
separator to a value equal to the vapor pressure 
of the desired product at the prevailing separator 
temperature. This modi?cation of my invention 
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is.particularivruseful = for controlling the product: 
from‘. distillate‘wellsr The light: distillateiproi 
ducedlmay be ?ashed. tocai de?nite vapor; pressure‘ 
product‘ and; the: evolved vapors recycled‘ for: 
pressure maintenance. 
Figure 4, shows the use of vapor control on 

the-accumulator tankloha fractionator. The‘ top‘ 
product. of" the fractionator is: controlledto deal 
sired vapor pressurezspeci?cations:and the vapors 
taken: from the accumulator maybe used for, 
desorption. The fra'ctionator: 65'. of. any. suitable" 
type is supplied-withv feed through pipe 66»; Heat‘ 
is. furnished, to’ the fractionator: by " the. heating 
coil‘ 68.‘ to which, heating ?uid‘ from the pipe: 69‘ 
isadmitted by the ,controltvalve: ‘id. The bottoms 
from the fractionator are withdrawnthrough-the 
pipe, H in accordance» with. the" actions of: the 
?oatcontrolledivalve ‘l2; The-,vaporous overhead. 
of the fractionator is‘: passed: through: the‘ pipe’ 
13, tov the condenser 'lp‘l'ilwhere'it is. cooled; and: - 
partly condensed; ?‘ond'ensate' and ‘uncondensed 
vapors; from‘ the condenser‘?ow to‘v the accumu 
lator 15through pipe ‘~62, 

Eartaofithe condensatelis returned as ‘refluxrby 
the pump 11 tothe top-oft-he column through; the - - 
control valve is and piper'lm. Excess re?ux ortcp: 
product from‘the fractionator‘istWithdrawn from 
the accumulator through thefloat-controlled-valve 
8-0; into: the pipe-8,!v through which it: passes to. 
market. Uncondensed vapors leaverthe top of;the : 
accumulator through: the- pipe 82 and control‘ 
Valve 8.3;. They controlivalve: illustrated“, is the 
typadescribed connection with; Figure.‘ 1., The 
control‘ liquid ' to‘ which. the . control valve;- is re 
sponsive consists of‘ a sample of the overhead ' 
product desired and thecontrolgva-lve thenserves 
tomaintain- the pressure von».theaccumulator. and 
?actionator equal to thevapor pressureiof the 
desired product at the temp erature existing inithe 
accumulator. 
Thetemperature of: the condensate; and-uncon 

densed' vapors‘ in the accumulator depends to av 
largeextent upon "the ‘temperature of‘ the-cooling 
medium; supplied’ tothe: condenser ‘M; whichin 
turnis dependent. upon atmosphericrtemperature 
conditions; The result of k the customarypractice 
of maintaining the pressureonethe-accumulator 
constant.» by- a: back pressure regulator is a-. top 
product, thecomposition and-vapor, pressure of 
which is variedas the. temperature invthe con.~~ 
denser- and accumulator. vary. Tine-presentc in. 
vention, variesthe accumulator. pressure-An ace 
cordance, with variations, of. the-vapor pressure of, 
the desired .topproduct, in-sucha manner, that the 
temperature variations are compensated for; as 
thetemperature increases the-pressure increases, 
and as the temperature decreases, the pressure 
decreases. If it is desired to maintain the pres 
sure on the fractionatingcolurnn constant, a back 
pressure regulator may be installed'in- the pipe 
13 and the valve ‘!8 may be oontrolledin any suit 
able manner to insure proper re?ux. 
The modi?cation of my invention disclosed in 

Figure 4 is especiallyusefulwhenlthe fractiona 
tion is precededby. desorption; In the desorption, 
gas or vapors fromtheaccumulator maybe'sent 
to the base ‘of adesorber immediately preceding 
the fractionator. If the desorption is not. com 
plete, lightcomponents. will pass-‘over to the frac 
tionator from they base of‘ the desorber. These 
light componentsipassoverhead-i from the frac 
tionator and'tend to increase. the vapor, pressure 
in the accumulator. The. valve~¢8~3iorf min-inven 
tion ; allows these .light. gases to, bei?ashedoif’f' in 
the, accumulator, and returned to \the baserofi the 
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d'eserb'er for stripping‘ or describing the liquid‘ 
prior tovfeeding- t'o-the' fraetionator: This-“insures 
proper functioning. of the desorber under variable 
temperature conditions‘ at‘. the! plant;v Present‘ 
control's'require manual’ adjustmentto correct for 
temperaturechan'ges: 

Fi'omithe- foregoing: detailed“ description and: 
the examples citing speci?c applications: of i the 
invention, it: will! be apparentito those‘ skilledii'ni 

‘ the-art that: the meth'od‘iandi apparatus-‘of- the» 
present invention is [applicable th; control?‘ of vva 
porization of a Wide r-variety- of'volatile muItiLcOm 
ponentl-iliquidsini either» batch or: continuous» ope 
erations. 
Thisapplication is a division-r of my: copending 

application, sen-arm.» 402416; ?led July114; 1941'; 
nowd'U; S‘. PatcntNo. 21389244. ‘ 

I"claim: 
11 In. the separation offahydrocarbonwelte?lh 

ent» under variabletemperature conditions into. a" 
liquid’ fraction and a: plurality ot'gaseousl frac 
tions, the method-oil treating saidlef?uent to pro 
duce a liquid fraction‘ having a substantially ‘con 
stant vapor pressure». at a standard temperature 
which. comprises’ passing said" mixture into» a‘ 
closed ‘zone; wherein thereispresent a liquid phase 
and’a'vapor-phase insubstantialequilibrium with 
one another, maintainingsa con?nedlcontrol liq» 
old: in; indirect heat exchange relationship with 
one-of‘said phases,- said controlliliquid having sub; 
stantia‘llyithe same vapor pressure. characteristics 
as the desiredi- liquidcpl'ra'se; withdrawingv vapor 
from: said zone inwan amountIsuch-that'theiva 
pop pressure characteristics-of 'saidri liquid phase" 

> are‘ substantially- identicalwwithitlie vapor prese 
sure- characteristics’ of- said- controli liquid; With‘ 
drawing; liquid‘. from‘ said“v zone‘, and passing» said’ 
liquid - to a‘ second ? ‘closed a Zone =, wherein: there is 
presentaliquidiphase and'a vapor phase in sub? 
stantial? equilibrium with‘ one another; maintain 
ing? a second con?ned: control"v liquid‘. in: indirect‘ 
heat: exchange" relationship»v with one of ’ said‘ 
phases: inv said: second-5 Zone; said I‘ second control‘ 
liquid having- substantially the ‘same vapor. pres~ 
sure characteristics: as thei'desired’se'cond liquid‘ 
phase; . Withdrawing‘ vapor; from said second flzone 
in‘v an: amountisuch that‘? therva'por pressure char. 
acteristics of; said" second. liquid phase! are sub~ 
stantiaily, identical-‘with the; vapor‘ pressureaoharz 
acteristicscofzsaidsecondicnntrol liquid“; andswith'e 
draw-ingrzliquidrfrom .said second :zone as said'zliqi 
uidfraction; ' 

2‘; Inetheseparation- ofiashydrocarbon Well ef 
?uent» under: variable temperature :con-ditionsI-into 
a liquid : fraction and a: plurality lofrgaseous frac 
tions, themethodaof treating: said e?iuentatoiproe 
duce- arliquiddraction- havingasubstantia'lly con 
stant vaporspressure-zat-a standardw temperature 
which’ comprises“ passing’: said _ mixture into" a: 
closed‘ zone": wherein‘ there- is: present", a liquid‘ 
phase". and- a .vapor' phase in, substantial: equilib 
riumz with one :- another, , maintaining a- con?ned 
control aliquidsin indirect heat- exchange :relatiom 
shipwith said liquid phase; said’ control liquid 
having substantially? the- same. vapor‘ pressure 
characteristics as-thedesired?iquid phase; With 
drawing- vaporrfrom said ‘zone- inqanr-amount such 
that‘ the-vapor- pressuret- characteristics: of said 
liquid?‘ phase‘ are. substantially identical 1 with the 
vapor pressure. characteristics.- of: said control 
liquieh, withdrawing-,- liquid from: said zone and 
passing ;said liquid toa- second closedzone~where~ 
in there is~~present:a;-1iquid phase-iand-a-vaporv 
phase insubstantial equilibrium.- Withione' an 

w other; maintaininga:secondrcon?nedzcontroldiqg 
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uid in indirect heat exchange relationship with 
said liquid phase in said second zone, said second 
control liquid having substantially the same 
vapor pressure characteristics as the desired sec 
ond liquid phase, withdrawing vapor from said 
second zone in an amount such that the vapor 
pressure characteristics of said second liquid 
phase are substantially identical with the vapor 
pressure characteristics of said second control 
liquid, and withdrawing liquid from said second 
zone as said liquid fraction. 

3. In the separation of a hydrocarbon well 
effluent under variable temperature conditions 
into a liquid fraction and a plurality of gaseous 
fractions, the method of treating said effluent 
to produce a liquid fraction having a substan 
tially constant vapor pressure at a standard tem 
perature which comprises passing said mixture 
into a closed zone wherein there is present a 
liquid phase and a vapor phase in substantial 
equilibrium with one another, maintaining a con 
?ned control liquid in indirect heat exchange 
relationship with said vapor phase, said control 
liquid having substantially the same vapor pres 
sure characteristics as the desired liquid phase, 
withdrawing vapor from said zone in an amount 
such that the vapor pressure characteristics of 
said liquid phase are substantially identical with 
the vapor pressure characteristics of said con 
trol liquid, withdrawing liquid from said zone 
and passing said liquid to a ‘second closed zone 
wherein there is present a liquid phase and a 
vapor phase in substantial equilibrium with one 
another, maintaining a second con?ned control 
liquid in indirect heat exchange relationship 
with said vapor phase in said second zone, said 
second control liquid having substantially the 
same vapor pressure characteristics as-the de 
sired second liquid phase, withdrawing vapor 
from said second zone in an amount such that 
the vapor pressure characteristics of said second 
liquid phase are substantially identical with the 
vapor pressure characteristics of said second con 
trol liquid, and withdrawing liquid from said 
second zone as said liquid fraction. 

4. In the separation of a hydrocarbon well 
eiiluent under variable temperature conditions 
into a liquid fraction and a plurality of gaseous 
fractions, the method of treating said eilluent to 
produce a liquid fraction having a substantially 
constant vapor pressure at a standard tempera 
ture which comprises passing said mixture into 
a closed zone wherein during operation there is 
present a liquid phase and a vapor phase in sub 
stantial equilibrium with one another, withdraw 
ing vapor from said zone in an amount such that 
the pressure in said zone is substantially con 
stant, withdrawing the resulting liquid from said 
zone and passing same to a second closed zone 
wherein there is present a liquid phase and a 
vapor phase in substantial equilibrium with one 
one another, maintaining a con?ned control liq 
uid in indirect heat exchange relationship with 
one of said phases in said second zone, said con 
trol liquid having substantially the same vapor 
pressure characteristics as the desired liquid 
phase in said second zone, withdrawing vapor 
from said second zone in an amount such that 
the vapor pressure characteristics of said liquid 
phase in said second zone are substantially iden 
tical with the vapor pressure characteristics of 
said control liquid, and withdrawing liquid from 
said second zone as said liquid fraction. 

5. In the separation of a hydrocarbon well 
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e?luent under variable temperature conditions 76 

into a liquid fraction and a plurality of gaseous 
fractions, the method of treating said ellluent 
to produce a liquid fraction having a substan 
tially constant vapor pressure at a standard tem 
perature which comprises passing said mixture 
into a closed zone wherein during operation there 
is present a liquid phase and a vapor phase in 
substantial equilibrium with one another, with 
drawing vapor from said zone in an amount such 
that the pressure in said zone is substantially 
constant, withdrawing the resulting liquid from 
said zone and passing same to a second closed 
zone wherein there is present a liquid phase and 
a vapor phase in substantial equilibrium with one 
another, maintaining a con?ned control liquid 
in indirect heat exchange relationship with said 
liquid phase in said second zone, said control 
liquid having substantially the same vapor pres 
sure characteristics as the desired liquid phase 
in said second zone, withdrawing vapor from said 
second zone in an amount such that the vapor 
pressure characteristics of said liquid phase in 
said second zone are substantially identical with 
the vapor pressure characteristics of said control 
liquid, and withdrawing liquid from said second 
zone as said liquid fraction. 

6. In the separation of a hydrocarbon well 
ef?uent under variable temperature conditions 
into a liquid fraction and a plurality of gaseous 
fractions, the method of treating said effluent 
to produce a liquid fraction having a substan 
tially constant vapor pressure at a standard tem 
perature which comprises passing said mixture 
into a closed zone wherein during operation there 
is present a liquid phase and a vapor phase in 
substantial equilibrium with one another, with 
drawing vapor from said zone in an amount such 
that the pressure in said zone is substantially 
constant, withdrawing the resulting liquid from 
said zone and passing same to a second closed 
zone wherein there is present a liquid phase and 
a vapor phase in substantial equilibrium with 
one another, maintaining a con?ned control liq 
uid in indirect heat exchange relationship with 
said vapor phase in said second zone, said con 
trol liquid having substantially the same vapor 
pressure characteristics as the desired liquid 
phase in said second zone, withdrawing vapor 
from said second zone in an amount such that 
the vapor pressure characteristics of said liquid 
phase in said second zone are substantially iden 
tical with the vapor pressure characteristics of 
said control liquid, and withdrawing liquid from 
said second zone as said liquid fraction. 

THOMAS H. WHALEY, JR. 
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